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The Ford Fairlane is an automobile model that was sold between and by Ford in North America.
Over time, the name referred to a number of different cars in different classes; the Fairlane was
initially a full-sized car, but became a mid-sized car from the model year. The mid-sized model
spawned the Australian-built Fairlane in , although in that market it was considered a large car.
For the model year the Fairlane name replaced the Crestline as Ford's premier full-sized
offering. Six different body styles were offered, including the Crown Victoria Skyliner with a
tinted, transparent plastic roof, the regular Crown Victoria coupe with much stainless steel trim,
a convertible Sunliner, the Victoria hardtop coupe, and traditional sedans. All featured the
trademark stainless-steel "Fairlane stripe" on the side. The Lifeguard safety package was
introduced. The two-door Victoria hardtop featured a new and slimmer roofline. A one-year only
two-door station wagon, the Ford Parklane , featured Fairlane-level trim. It was marketed to
compete against the Chevrolet Nomad. For , a new style gave a longer, wider, lower, and sleeker
look with low tailfins. The new proportions and modern styling were a hit with customers to the
extent that the Ford outsold Chevrolet in for the first time since For the first time, the lower-level
Custom line had a shorter wheelbase than the Fairlane. Engines were largely the same as the
year before. The big news for was the introduction of the Fairlane Skyliner power retractable
hardtop , whose solid top hinged and folded down into the trunk space at the touch of a button.
Another facelift for had fashionable quad headlights, a grille that matched the Thunderbird , and
other styling changes. A new top-level full-sized model was introduced at mid-year , the Ford
Galaxie. The Galaxie displayed both "Fairlane " and "Galaxie" badging. Full-sized Fairlane and
Fairlane models were restyled for and again for the model year. The Galaxie series continued as
the top-of-the-line full-sized Ford. Fairlane s demoted to mid-level in the lineup and were
equivalent to the Chevrolet Bel Air. Fairlanes were primarily sold as base level trim models for
fleet use taxi, police. Both were only available as pillared sedans. The big-block CID V8 was
available in as the top-horsepower option, as the "horsepower wars" in Detroit continued. The
Fairlane name was moved to Ford's new intermediate, introduced for the model year, to bridge
the gap between the compact Ford Falcon and the full-sized Galaxie , making it a competitor for
GM's A-body "senior compacts" , the Plymouth Belvedere , and the AMC Rambler. Wheel track
varied from Like the Falcon, the Fairlane had a unibody frame, but the body incorporated an
unusual feature Ford dubbed torque boxes, four boxed structures in the lower body structure
designed to absorb road shock by moving slightly in the vertical plane. Suspension was a
conventional short-long arm independent arrangement in front, with Hotchkiss drive in the rear.
The Fairlane was initially offered only in two-door or four-door sedan body styles. The trim level
supplemented the Fairlane and Fairlane trim levels the model had more decorative trim, such as
a wider chrome stripe down the side and three bullets on the rear quarter panels. This engine
was coded "K" in the vehicle identification number. Exterior identification was by
fender-mounted "V" badges that read " High Performance". All Fairlanes had "B" posts despite
the popularity of the pillarless hardtop and convertible styles in that era. Ford saw the problem
and introduced two pillarless hardtop coupes for , in Fairlane and Sports Coupe trim. For and
later Sports Coupe models, the center console, which had come from the Falcon parts bin for ,
was changed to be similar to that of the Galaxie. Sports Coupe models got a floor-mounted shift
lever for the center console when Cruise-O-Matic or 4-speed manual transmissions were
specified; however when the two-speed Fordomatic was ordered, the shift lever was installed on
the steering column and the console was the same without the shifter. Front-end styling for the
models mimicked the big Galaxie models, but the rear end retained the small tailfins and
"pieplate" tail lamp styling cues. The Squire wagon a fake woodie was available for only,
including one model with front bucket seats. The "Swing-Away" steering wheel became an
option in The and , Fairlane ranges consisted of similar body styles: base Fairlane and Fairlane
two-door coupes and four-door sedans , and Fairlane and Sports Coupe two-door hardtops. As
in , the Sports Coupe got its own standard "spinner" wheel covers and extra exterior
brightwork. Large "Sports Coupe" scripts graced the "C" pillars. The Fairlane Squire wagon was
dropped, but the standard station wagon was continued. The V8 was dropped after , leaving the
six as the base engine and the as the base V8. The two-speed Fordomatic continued as the
automatic transmission choice for the in , while V8s got the three-speed Cruise-O-Matic
transmission option. The was also dropped after , leaving the two-barrel as the base V8.
Styling-wise, in , a new grille and headlight bezels were introduced, the tail fins were dropped,
some chrome decorating on the side was changed, and the shape of the trunk lid changed.
Styling features for included body-color headlight bezels for the deluxe models and rectangular
taillight lenses, a return to the trunk lid, along with less chrome on the body and a small
standup hood ornament. Australian and New Zealand models had longer cut-outs in the rear
bumper to accommodate their license plates. This example from Australia was modified to a
right-hand drive model. As the muscle car market took shape, Ford built a small number of

Fairlane two door hard tops prepared for drag racing during the season. The cars wore Fairlane
trim, and were only offered with the two-door sedan body. This special model, of which to total
were made sources disagree , [ who? NHRA rules at the time required a metal front bumper, so
the cars began to be supplied with an aluminum bumper and previous purchasers were
supplied with one. Thunderbolt production was ended due to NHRA rule changes for Super
Stock competition, requiring vehicles be built to be entered in that class. The first 11
Thunderbolts were painted maroon known as Vintage Burgundy in Ford literature , the rest
white; 99 had manual transmissions. Many are still raced. Front tracks from 54 to 56 in and rear
tracks from The Fairlane was revised in The front end featured vertically stacked dual
headlights. The XL, GT, and GTA packages were introduced, as well as a convertible to join the
existing range of sedans, hardtops, and station wagons. The "K-code" CID engine was dropped
this year. The Fairlane Squire wagon was reintroduced for Minor trim changes were introduced
for as the Fairlane was mildly facelifted. The notable addition for the model year was a Ranchero
pickup as part of the Fairlane range from to , the Ranchero was based on the Falcon, while in it
used the Fairlane platform but Falcon styling. The Fairlanes also included a number of federal
government-mandated safety features, including a new energy-absorbing steering column with
a large padded steering wheel hub, soft interior trim, four-way hazard flashers, a dual-chamber
braking system, and shoulder belt anchors. The convertible had a tempered safety glass rear
window. The Falcon Ranchero and Falcon station wagon were, between and , identical under
the skin to the Fairlane versions of the same model. Only sheetmetal and trim differed. Two
different two-door coupe models were offered. The lower-end Fairlane Club Coupe had pillars
separating the door glass and rear side glass, while the higher trim level Fairlanes were
pillarless two-door hardtops, similar to the convertibles. A redesign was introduced for the
model year. In a cost-saving decision, the station wagons carried over the bodies from the cowl
back. Base hardtop sales more than doubled, to 44, units. The Cobra was introduced in as a
competitor for Plymouth's Road Runner. Basic models featured the CID V8 and three-speed
manual transmission as standard. At the start of the model year, only the Fairlane remained as
the base trim model in what was now effectively the Torino series. However, the s were slower
than the s, and race teams were forced to run the older models. This series included a two-door
sedan which was not available in the higher trim lines. For , the Falcon and Fairlane names were
dropped, as all of the intermediate models took the Torino name. The Falcon and Fairlane
names continued to be used in Australia through to the 21st century. The four-door sedan of the
body style was built in Argentina from to and the body style from to under the Fairlane name
with three equipment packages: Standard, and LTD. The car was similar to the American model
except the engines. By the end of production in , almost 30, Fairlanes had been made. Ford
manufactured the Torino in Venezuela marketed as the Fairlane and Fairlane These cars were
identical to the U. Torino through and both base Fairlane and upscale Fairlane used the "base"
Torino grille. At the Auto Show circuit , Ford revealed a new concept car with the Fairlane
nameplate. A production version of the Fairlane concept, now called the Ford Flex , debuted at
the New York Auto Show, and entered production for the model year in summer Unlike the
concept, the production model comes with seven seats. It is intended to replace the
people-mover capability of the Ford Freestar minivan. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.
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and that are not specified on the original CommonMark Spec are hence known as extensions ,
and highlighted as such. Markdown is a plain text format for writing structured documents,
based on conventions for indicating formatting in email and usenet posts. It was developed by
John Gruber with help from Aaron Swartz and released in in the form of a syntax description
and a Perl script Markdown. In the next decade, dozens of implementations were developed in
many languages. Some extended the original Markdown syntax with conventions for footnotes,
tables, and other document elements. And Markdown started to be used beyond the web, to
author books, articles, slide shows, letters, and lecture notes. What distinguishes Markdown
from many other lightweight markup syntaxes, which are often easier to write, is its readability.
As Gruber writes:. The point can be illustrated by comparing a sample of AsciiDoc with an
equivalent sample of Markdown. Here is a sample of AsciiDoc from the AsciiDoc manual:. The
AsciiDoc version is, arguably, easier to write. But the Markdown version is much easier to read.
The nesting of list items is apparent to the eye in the source, not just in the processed
document. Here are some examples of questions it does not answer:. How much indentation is
needed for a sublist? The spec says that continuation paragraphs need to be indented four
spaces, but is not fully explicit about sublists. It is natural to think that they, too, must be
indented four spaces, but Markdown. See this comment by John Gruber. Is a blank line needed
before a block quote or heading? Most implementations do not require the blank line. However,
this can lead to unexpected results in hard-wrapped text, and also to ambiguities in parsing
note that some implementations put the heading inside the blockquote, while others do not.
John Gruber has also spoken in favor of requiring the blank lines. Is a blank line needed before
an indented code block? What should we do with a list like this? There are some relevant
comments by John Gruber here. Is this one list with a thematic break in its second item, or two
lists separated by a thematic break? When list markers change from numbers to bullets, do we
have two lists or one? The Markdown syntax description suggests two, but the perl scripts and
many other implementations produce one. What are the precedence rules for the markers of
inline structure? For example, is the following a valid link, or does the code span take
precedence? What are the precedence rules for markers of emphasis and strong emphasis? For
example, how should the following be parsed? What are the precedence rules between
block-level and inline-level structure? Can list items include section headings? In the absence
of a spec, early implementers consulted Markdown. But Markdown. Because there is no
unambiguous spec, implementations have diverged considerably. As a result, users are often
surprised to find that a document that renders one way on one system say, a GitHub wiki
renders differently on another say, converting to docbook using pandoc. This document
attempts to specify Markdown syntax unambiguously. These are intended to double as
conformance tests. Since this document describes how Markdown is to be parsed into an
abstract syntax tree, it would have made sense to use an abstract representation of the syntax
tree instead of HTML. But HTML is capable of representing the structural distinctions we need
to make, and the choice of HTML for the tests makes it possible to run the tests against an
implementation without writing an abstract syntax tree renderer. This document is generated
from a text file, spec. A character is a Unicode code point. Although some code points for
example, combining accents do not correspond to characters in an intuitive sense, all code
points count as characters for purposes of this spec. This spec does not specify an encoding; it
thinks of lines as composed of characters rather than bytes. A conforming parser may be
limited to a certain encoding. Whitespace is a sequence of one or more whitespace characters.
Unicode whitespace is a sequence of one or more Unicode whitespace characters. A
non-whitespace character is any character that is not a whitespace character. Tabs in lines are
not expanded to spaces. However, in contexts where whitespace helps to define block
structure, tabs behave as if they were replaced by spaces with a tab stop of 4 characters. Thus,
for example, a tab can be used instead of four spaces in an indented code block. Note, however,
that internal tabs are passed through as literal tabs, not expanded to spaces. In the following
example, a continuation paragraph of a list item is indented with a tab; this has exactly the same
effect as indentation with four spaces would:. Since one of these spaces is considered part of
the delimiter, foo is considered to be indented six spaces inside the block quote context, so we
get an indented code block starting with two spaces. We can think of a document as a sequence
of blocks â€”structural elements like paragraphs, block quotations, lists, headings, rules, and
code blocks. Some blocks like block quotes and list items contain other blocks; others like
headings and paragraphs contain inline contentâ€”text, links, emphasized text, images, code
spans, and so on. Indicators of block structure always take precedence over indicators of inline
structure. So, for example, the following is a list with two items, not a list with one item
containing a code span:. This means that parsing can proceed in two steps: first, the block
structure of the document can be discerned; second, text lines inside paragraphs, headings,

and other block constructs can be parsed for inline structure. The second step requires
information about link reference definitions that will be available only at the end of the first step.
Note that the first step requires processing lines in sequence, but the second can be
parallelized, since the inline parsing of one block element does not affect the inline parsing of
any other. We can divide blocks into two types: container blocks , which can contain other
blocks, and leaf blocks , which cannot. It is required that all of the non-whitespace characters
be the same. So, this is not a thematic break:. If a line of dashes that meets the above
conditions for being a thematic break could also be interpreted as the underline of a setext
heading , the interpretation as a setext heading takes precedence. Thus, for example, this is a
setext heading, not a paragraph followed by a thematic break:. When both a thematic break and
a list item are possible interpretations of a line, the thematic break takes precedence:. An ATX
heading consists of a string of characters, parsed as inline content, between an opening
sequence of 1â€”6 unescaped characters and an optional closing sequence of any number of
unescaped characters. The opening sequence of characters must be followed by a space or by
the end of line. The optional closing sequence of s must be preceded by a space and may be
followed by spaces only. The opening character may be indented spaces. The raw contents of
the heading are stripped of leading and trailing spaces before being parsed as inline content.
The heading level is equal to the number of characters in the opening sequence. Note that many
implementations currently do not require the space. However, the space was required by the
original ATX implementation , and it helps prevent things like the following from being parsed
as headings:. A sequence of characters with anything but spaces following it is not a closing
sequence, but counts as part of the contents of the heading:. ATX headings need not be
separated from surrounding content by blank lines, and they can interrupt paragraphs:. A setext
heading consists of one or more lines of text, each containing at least one non-whitespace
character , with no more than 3 spaces indentation, followed by a setext heading underline. The
lines of text must be such that, were they not followed by the setext heading underline, they
would be interpreted as a paragraph: they cannot be interpretable as a code fence , ATX
heading , block quote , thematic break , list item , or HTML block. If a line containing a single can be interpreted as an empty list items , it should be interpreted this way and not as a setext
heading underline. The contents of the heading are the result of parsing the preceding lines of
text as CommonMark inline content. In general, a setext heading need not be preceded or
followed by a blank line. However, it cannot interrupt a paragraph, so when a setext heading
comes after a paragraph, a blank line is needed between them. The heading content can be
indented up to three spaces, and need not line up with the underlining:. Since indicators of
block structure take precedence over indicators of inline structure, the following are setext
headings:. The setext heading underline cannot be a lazy continuation line in a list item or block
quote:. Setext heading text lines must not be interpretable as block constructs other than
paragraphs. So, the line of dashes in these examples gets interpreted as a thematic break:.
Compatibility note: Most existing Markdown implementations do not allow the text of setext
headings to span multiple lines. But there is no consensus about how to interpret. We find
interpretation 4 most natural, and interpretation 4 increases the expressive power of
CommonMark, by allowing multiline headings. Authors who want interpretation 1 can put a
blank line after the first paragraph:. An indented code block is composed of one or more
indented chunks separated by blank lines. An indented chunk is a sequence of non-blank lines,
each indented four or more spaces. The contents of the code block are the literal contents of
the lines, including trailing line endings , minus four spaces of indentation. An indented code
block has no info string. An indented code block cannot interrupt a paragraph, so there must be
a blank line between a paragraph and a following indented code block. A blank line is not
needed, however, between a code block and a following paragraph. If there is any ambiguity
between an interpretation of indentation as a code block and as indicating that material belongs
to a list item , the list item interpretation takes precedence:. An indented code block cannot
interrupt a paragraph. This allows hanging indents and the like. However, any non-blank line
with fewer than four leading spaces ends the code block immediately. So a paragraph may
occur immediately after indented code:. Tildes and backticks cannot be mixed. A fenced code
block begins with a code fence, indented no more than three spaces. The line with the opening
code fence may optionally contain some text following the code fence; this is trimmed of
leading and trailing whitespace and called the info string. If the info string comes after a
backtick fence, it may not contain any backtick characters. The reason for this restriction is that
otherwise some inline code would be incorrectly interpreted as the beginning of a fenced code
block. The content of the code block consists of all subsequent lines, until a closing code fence
of the same type as the code block began with backticks or tildes , and with at least as many
backticks or tildes as the opening code fence. If the leading code fence is indented N spaces,

then up to N spaces of indentation are removed from each line of the content if present. If a
content line is not indented, it is preserved unchanged. If it is indented less than N spaces, all of
the indentation is removed. The closing code fence may be indented up to three spaces, and
may be followed only by spaces, which are ignored. If the end of the containing block or
document is reached and no closing code fence has been found, the code block contains all of
the lines after the opening code fence until the end of the containing block or document. An
alternative spec would require backtracking in the event that a closing code fence is not found.
But this makes parsing much less efficient, and there seems to be no real down side to the
behavior described here. A fenced code block may interrupt a paragraph, and does not require a
blank line either before or after. The content of a code fence is treated as literal text, not parsed
as inlines. The first word of the info string is typically used to specify the language of the code
sample, and rendered in the class attribute of the code tag. However, this spec does not
mandate any particular treatment of the info string. Unclosed code blocks are closed by the end
of the document or the enclosing block quote or list item :. Fences can be indented. If the
opening fence is indented, content lines will have equivalent opening indentation removed, if
present:. Closing fences may be indented by spaces, and their indentation need not match that
of the opening fence:. Fenced code blocks can interrupt paragraphs, and can be followed
directly by paragraphs, without a blank line between:. Other blocks can also occur before and
after fenced code blocks without an intervening blank line:. An info string can be provided after
the opening code fence. In HTML output, the language is normally indicated by adding a class
to the code element consisting of language- followed by the language name. There are seven
kinds of HTML block , which can be defined by their start and end conditions. The block begins
with a line that meets a start condition after up to three spaces optional indentation. It ends with
the first subsequent line that meets a matching end condition , or the last line of the document,
or the last line of the container block containing the current HTML block, if no line is
encountered that meets the end condition. If the first line meets both the start condition and the
end condition , the block will contain just that line. End condition: line contains the string? End
condition: line is followed by a blank line. Start condition: line begins with a complete open tag
with any tag name other than script , style , or pre or a complete closing tag , followed only by
whitespace or the end of the line. HTML blocks continue until they are closed by their
appropriate end condition , or the last line of the document or other container block. This can be
surprising:. All types of HTML blocks except type 7 may interrupt a paragraph. Blocks of type 7
may not interrupt a paragraph. This restriction is intended to prevent unwanted interpretation of
long tags inside a wrapped paragraph as starting HTML blocks. The tag on the first line can be
partial, as long as it is split where there would be whitespace:. Everything until the next blank
line or end of document gets included in the HTML block. So, in the following example, what
looks like a Markdown code block is actually part of the HTML block, which continues until a
blank line or the end of the document is reached:. To start an HTML block with a tag that is not
in the list of block-level tags in 6 , you must put the tag by itself on the first line and it must be
complete :. These rules are designed to allow us to work with tags that can function as either
block-level or inline-level tags. So the contents get interpreted as CommonMark:. HTML tags
designed to contain literal content script , style , pre , comments, processing instructions, and
declarations are treated somewhat differently. Instead of ending at the first blank line, these
blocks end at the first line containing a corresponding end tag. As a result, these blocks can
contain blank lines:. If there is no matching end tag, the block will end at the end of the
document or the enclosing block quote or list item :. Note that anything on the last line after the
end tag will be included in the HTML block :. However, a following blank line is needed, except
at the end of a document, and except for blocks of types 1â€”5, above :. The only restrictions
are that block-level HTML elements â€” e. There are two reasons for disallowing them here.
First, it removes the need to parse balanced tags, which is expensive and can require
backtracking from the end of the document if no matching end tag is found. The rule given
above seems a simpler and more elegant way of achieving the same expressive power, which is
also much simpler to parse. For example:. There are problems, however, if the inner tags are
indented and separated by spaces, as then they will be interpreted as an indented code block:.
Fortunately, blank lines are usually not necessary and can be deleted. A link reference definition
consists of a link label , indented up to three spaces, followed by a colon : , optional whitespace
including up to one line ending , a link destination , optional whitespace including up to one line
ending , and an optional link title , which if it is present must be separated from the link
destination by whitespace. No further non-whitespace characters may occur on the line. A link
reference definition does not correspond to a structural element of a document. Instead, it
defines a label which can be used in reference links and reference-style images elsewhere in the
document. Link reference definitions can come either before or after the links that use them. As

noted in the section on Links , matching of labels is case-insensitive see matches. Here is a link
reference definition with no corresponding link. It contributes nothing to the document. This is
not a link reference definition, because there are non-whitespace characters after the title:. A
link reference definition cannot interrupt a paragraph. However, it can directly follow other block
elements, such as headings and thematic breaks, and it need not be followed by a blank line.
Several link reference definitions can occur one after another, without intervening blank lines.
Link reference definitions can occur inside block containers, like lists and block quotations.
They affect the entire document, not just the container in which they are defined:. Whether
something is a link reference definition is independent of whether the link reference it defines is
used in the document. Thus, for example, the following document contains just a link reference
definition, and no visible content:. A sequence of non-blank lines that cannot be interpreted as
other kinds of blocks forms a paragraph. Lines after the first may be indented any amount,
since indented code blocks cannot interrupt paragraphs. However, the first line may be
indented at most three spaces, or an indented code block will be triggered:. Final spaces are
stripped before inline parsing, so a paragraph that ends with two or more spaces will not end
with a hard line break :. Blank lines between block-level elements are ignored, except for the
role they play in determining whether a list is tight or loose. A table is an arrangement of data
with rows and columns, consisting of a single header row, a delimiter row separating the header
from the data, and zero or more data rows. Each row consists of cells containing arbitrary text,
in which inlines are parsed, separated by pipes. Spaces between pipes and cell content are
trimmed. Block-level elements cannot be inserted in a table. The delimiter row consists of cells
whose only content are hyphens - , and optionally, a leading or trailing colon : , or both, to
indicate left, right, or center alignment respectively. Likewise, use of leading and trailing pipes
may be inconsistent:. The header row must match the delimiter row in the number of cells. If
not, a table will not be recognized:. If there are a number of cells fewer than the number of cells
in the header row, empty cells are inserted. If there are greater, the excess is ignored:. A
container block is a block that has other blocks as its contents. There are two basic kinds of
container blocks: block quotes and list items. Lists are meta-containers for list items. If X is a
sequence of blocks, then the result of transforming X in such-and-such a way is a container of
type Y with these blocks as its content. So, we explain what counts as a block quote or list item
by explaining how these can be generated from their contents. This should suffice to define the
syntax, although it does not give a recipe for parsing these constructions. A recipe is provided
below in the section entitled A parsing strategy. Basic case. If a string of lines Ls constitute a
sequence of blocks Bs , then the result of prepending a block quote marker to the beginning of
each line in Ls is a block quote containing Bs. If a string of lines Ls constitute a block quote
with contents Bs , then the result of deleting the initial block quote marker from one or more
lines in which the next non-whitespace character after the block quote marker is paragraph
continuation text is a block quote with Bs as its content. Paragraph continuation text is text that
will be parsed as part of the content of a paragraph, but does not occur at the beginning of the
paragraph. A document cannot contain two block quotes in a row unless there is a blank line
between them. Laziness only applies to lines that would have been continuations of paragraphs
had they been prepended with block quote markers. Note that in the following case, we have a
lazy continuation line :. But it seems better to allow the author to decide whether two block
quotes or one are wanted. However, because of laziness, a blank line is needed between a block
quote and a following paragraph:. A list marker is a bullet list marker or an ordered list marker.
An ordered list marker is a sequence of 1â€”9 arabic digits , followed by either a. The reason for
the length limit is that with 10 digits we start seeing integer overflows in some browsers. The
type of the list item bullet or ordered is determined by the type of its list marker. If the list item is
ordered, then it is also assigned a start number, based on the ordered list marker. And let M be
the marker 1. Then rule 1 says that the following is an ordered list item with start number 1, and
the same contents as Ls :. The most important thing to notice is that the position of the text
after the list marker determines how much indentation is needed in subsequent blocks in the
list item. If the list marker takes up two spaces, and there are three spaces between the list
marker and the next non-whitespace character , then blocks must be indented five spaces in
order to fall under the list item. It is tempting to think of this in terms of columns: the
continuation blocks must be indented at least to the column of the first non-whitespace
character after the list marker. However, that is not quite right. The spaces after the list marker
determine how much relative indentation is needed. Which column this indentation reaches will
depend on how the list item is embedded in other constructions, as shown by this example:.
Here two occurs in the same column as the list marker 1. The converse is also possible. In the
following example, the word two occurs far to the right of the initial text of the list item, one , but
it is not considered part of the list item, because it is not indented far enough past the

blockquote marker:. Note that at least one space is needed between the list marker and any
following content, so these are not list items:. A list item that contains an indented code block
will preserve empty lines within the code block verbatim. An indented code block will have to be
indented four spaces beyond the edge of the region where text will be included in the list item.
In the following case that is 6 spaces:. If the first block in the list item is an indented code block,
then by rule 2, the contents must be indented one space after the list marker:. Note that rules 1
and 2 only apply to two cases: a cases in which the lines to be included in a list item begin with
a non-whitespace character , and b cases in which they begin with an indented code block. In a
case like the following, where the first block begins with a three-space indent, the rules do not
allow us to form a list item by indenting the whole thing and prepending a list marker:. This is
not a significant restriction, because when a block begins with spaces indent, the indentation
can always be removed without a change in interpretation, allowing rule 1 to be applied. So, in
the above case:. A list item can begin with at most one blank line. In the following example, foo
is not part of the list item:. It does not matter whether there are spaces following the list marker
:. The rules for sublists follow from the general rules above. A sublist must be indented the
same number of spaces a paragraph would need to be in order to be included in the list item.
List markers must be followed by one or more spaces or a tab. Each subsequent paragraph in a
list item must be indented by either 4 spaces or one tab. These rules specify that a paragraph
under a list item must be indented four spaces presumably, from the left margin, rather than the
start of the list marker, but this is not said , and that code under a list item must be indented
eight spaces instead of the usual four. They also say that a block quote must be indented, but
not by how much; however, the example given has four spaces indentation. Although nothing is
said about other kinds of block-level content, it is certainly reasonable to infer that all block
elements under a list item, including other lists, must be indented four spaces. This principle
has been called the four-space rule. The four-space rule is clear and principled, and if the
reference implementation Markdown. However, Markdown. Worse, its behavior was
inconsistent: a sublist of an outer-level list needed two spaces indentation, but a sublist of this
sublist needed three spaces. It is not surprising, then, that different implementations of
Markdown have developed very different rules for determining what comes under a list item.
Unfortunately, given the divergences between implementations, there is no way to give a spec
for list items that will be guaranteed not to break any existing documents. However, the spec
given here should correctly handle lists formatted with either the four-space rule or the more
forgiving Markdown. The strategy here is to let the width and indentation of the list marker
determine the indentation necessary for blocks to fall under the list item, rather than having a
fixed and arbitrary number. The writer can think of the body of the list item as a unit which gets
indented to the right enough to fit the list marker and any indentation on the list marker. The
laziness rule, 5, then allows continuation lines to be unindented if needed. This rule is superior,
we claim, to any rule requiring a fixed level of indentation from the margin. The four-space rule
is clear but unnatural. It is quite unintuitive that. The choice of four spaces is arbitrary. It can be
learned, but it is not likely to be guessed, and it trips up beginners regularly. Would it help to
adopt a two-space rule? The problem is that such a rule, together with the rule allowing 1â€”3
spaces indentation of the initial list marker, allows text that is indented less than the original list
marker to be included in the list item. For example, Markdown. Rather than requiring a fixed
indent from the margin, we could require a fixed indent say, two spaces, or even one space from
the list marker which may itself be indented. This proposal would remove the last anomaly
discussed. Unlike the spec presented above, it would count the following as a list item with a
subparagraph, even though the paragraph bar is not indented as far as the first paragraph foo :.
Arguably this text does read like a list item with bar as a subparagraph, which may count in
favor of the proposal. However, on this proposal indented code would have to be indented six
spaces after the list marker. And this would break a lot of existing Markdown, which has the
pattern:. The one case that needs special treatment is a list item that starts with indented code.
Rule 2 simply stipulates that in such cases, we require one space indentation from the list
marker and then the normal four spaces for the indented code. This will match the four-space
rule in cases where the list marker plus its initial indentation takes four spaces a common case ,
but diverge in other cases. GFM enables the tasklist extension, where an additional processing
step is performed on list items. A task list item is a list item where the first block in it is a
paragraph which begins with a task list item marker and at least one whitespace character
before any other content. A task list item marker consists of an optional number of spaces, a
left bracket [ , either a whitespace character or the letter x in either lowercase or uppercase, and
then a right bracket ]. If the character between the brackets is a whitespace character, the
checkbox is unchecked. Otherwise, the checkbox is checked. This spec does not define how
the checkbox elements are interacted with: in practice, implementors are free to render the

checkboxes as disabled or inmutable elements, or they may dynamically handle dynamic
interactions i. A list is a sequence of one or more list items of the same type. The list items may
be separated by any number of blank lines. Two list items are of the same type if they begin with
a list marker of the same type. A list is an ordered list if its constituent list items begin with
ordered list markers , and a bullet list if its constituent list items begin with bullet list markers.
The start number of an ordered list is determined by the list number of its initial list item. The
numbers of subsequent list items are disregarded. A list is loose if any of its constituent list
items are separated by blank lines, or if any of its constituent list items directly contain two
block-level elements with a blank line between them. Otherwise a list is tight. In CommonMark, a
list can interrupt a paragraph. That is, no blank line is needed to separate a paragraph from a
following list:. Oddly, though, Markdown. In CommonMark, we do allow lists to interrupt
paragraphs, for two reasons. First, it is natural and not uncommon for people to start lists
without blank lines:. Indeed, the spec for list items and block quotes presupposes this principle.
This principle implies that if. Since it is well established Markdown practice to allow lists to
interrupt paragraphs inside list items, the principle of uniformity requires us to allow this
outside list items as well. In order to solve of unwanted lists in paragraphs with hard-wrapped
numerals, we allow only lists starting with 1 to interrupt paragraphs. To separate consecutive
lists of the same type, or to separate a list from an indented code block that would otherwise be
parsed as a subparagraph of the final list item, you can insert a blank HTML comment:. List
items need not be indented to the same level. The following list items will be treated as items at
the same list level, since none is indented enough to belong to the previous list item:. Note,
however, that list items may not be indented more than three spaces. Here - e is treated as a
paragraph continuation line, because it is indented more than three spaces:. And here, 3. These
are loose lists, even though there is no space between the items, because one of the items
directly contains two block-level elements with a blank line between them:. This is a tight list,
because the blank line is between two paragraphs of a sublist. So the sublist is loose while the
outer list is tight:. Inlines are parsed sequentially from the beginning of the character stream to
the end left to right, in left-to-right languages. Thus, for example, in. Escaped characters are
treated as regular characters and do not have their usual Markdown meanings:. But they work
in all other contexts, including URLs and link titles, link references, and info strings in fenced
code blocks :. Valid HTML entity references and numeric character references can be used in
place of the corresponding Unicode character, with the following exceptions:. Entity and
character references cannot stand in place of special characters that define structural elements
in CommonMark. Conforming CommonMark parsers need not store information about whether a
particular character was represented in the source using a Unicode character or an entity
reference. A numeric character reference is parsed as the corresponding Unicode character.
They too are parsed as the corresponding Unicode character this time specified with a
hexadecimal numeral instead of decimal. Strings that are not on the list of HTML5 named
entities are not recognized as entity references either:. Entity and numeric character references
are recognized in any context besides code spans or code blocks, including URLs, link titles ,
and fenced code block info strings :. Entity and numeric character references are treated as
literal text in code spans and code blocks:. Entity and numeric character references cannot be
used in place of symbols indicating structure in CommonMark documents. A code span begins
with a backtick string and ends with a backtick string of equal length. The contents of the code
span are the characters between the two backtick strings, normalized in the following ways:.
Here two backticks are used, because the code contains a backtick. This example also
illustrates stripping of a single leading and trailing space:. Only spaces , and not unicode
whitespace in general, are stripped in this way:. Backslash escapes are never needed, because
one can always choose a string of n backtick characters as delimiters, where the code does not
contain any strings of exactly n backtick characters. Code span backticks have higher
precedence than any other inline constructs except HTML tags and autolinks. When a backtick
string is not closed by a matching backtick string, we just have literal backticks:. The following
case also illustrates the need for opening and closing backtick strings to be equal in length:.
This is enough for most users, but these rules leave much undecided, especially when it comes
to nested emphasis. The original Markdown. The following patterns are less widely supported,
but the intent is clear and they are useful especially in contexts like bibliography entries :. It is
best practice to put these in code spans, but users often do not. The rules given below capture
all of these patterns, while allowing for efficient parsing strategies that do not backtrack. First,
some definitions. A left-flanking delimiter run is a delimiter run that is 1 not followed by Unicode
whitespace , and either 2a not followed by a punctuation character , or 2b followed by a
punctuation character and preceded by Unicode whitespace or a punctuation character. For
purposes of this definition, the beginning and the end of the line count as Unicode whitespace.

A right-flanking delimiter run is a delimiter run that is 1 not preceded by Unicode whitespace ,
and either 2a not preceded by a punctuation character , or 2b preceded by a punctuation
character and followed by Unicode whitespace or a punctuation character. The opening and
closing delimiters must belong to separate delimiter runs. If one of the delimiters can both open
and close emphasis, then the sum of the lengths of the delimiter runs containing the opening
and closing delimiters must not be a multiple of 3 unless both lengths are multiples of 3. If one
of the delimiters can both open and close strong emphasis, then the sum of the lengths of the
delimiter runs containing the opening and closing delimiters must not be a multiple of 3 unless
both lengths are multiples of 3. Where rules 1â€”12 above are compatible with multiple
parsings, the following principles resolve ambiguity:. The number of nestings should be
minimized. When two potential emphasis or strong emphasis spans overlap, so that the second
begins before the first ends and ends after the first ends, the first takes precedence. When there
are two potential emphasis or strong emphasis spans with the same closing delimiter, the
shorter one the one that opens later takes precedence. Inline code spans, links, images, and
HTML tags group more tightly than emphasis. So, when there is a choice between an
interpretation that contains one of these elements and one that does not, the former always
wins. This is emphasis, even though the opening delimiter is both left- and right-flanking,
because it is preceded by punctuation:. This is emphasis, even though the closing delimiter is
both left- and right-flanking, because it is followed by punctuation:. This is strong emphasis,
even though the opening delimiter is both left- and right-flanking, because it is preceded by
punctuation:. This is strong emphasis, even though the closing delimiter is both left- and
right-flanking, because it is followed by punctuation:. The same condition ensures that the
following cases are all strong emphasis nested inside emphasis, even when the interior spaces
are omitted:. When the lengths of the interior closing and opening delimiter runs are both
multiples of 3, though, they can match to create emphasis:. Rule 13 implies that if you want
emphasis nested directly inside emphasis, you must use different delimiters:. GFM enables the
strikethrough extension, where an additional emphasis type is available. A link contains link
text the visible text , a link destination the URI that is the link destination , and optionally a link
title. There are two basic kinds of links in Markdown. In inline links the destination and title are
given immediately after the link text. In reference links the destination and title are defined
elsewhere in the document. A link text consists of a sequence of zero or more inline elements
enclosed by square brackets [ and ]. The following rules apply:. Links may not contain other
links, at any level of nesting. If multiple otherwise valid link definitions appear nested inside
each other, the inner-most definition is used. Brackets are allowed in the link text only if a they
are backslash-escaped or b they appear as a matched pair of brackets, with an open bracket [ ,
a sequence of zero or more inlines, and a close bracket ]. Backtick code spans , autolinks , and
raw HTML tags bind more tightly than the brackets in link text. The brackets in link text bind
more tightly than markers for emphasis and strong emphasis. A link destination consists of
either. Implementations may impose limits on parentheses nesting to avoid performance issues,
but at least three levels of nesting should be supported. Although link titles may span multiple
lines, they may not contain a blank line. An inline link consists of a link text followed
immediately by a left parenthesis , optional whitespace , an optional link destination , an
optional link title separated from the link destination by whitespace , optional whitespace , and a
right parenthesis. Entity and numerical character references in the destination will be parsed
into the corresponding Unicode code points, as usual. Renderers may make different decisions
about how to escape or normalize URLs in the output. Titles must be separated from the link
using a whitespace. Note: Markdown. But it is hard to see a good rationale for the extra
complexity this brings, since there are already many waysâ€”backslash escaping, entity and
numeric character references, or using a different quote type for the enclosing titleâ€”to write
titles containing double quotes. For example, it allows single-quoted titles in inline links, but not
reference links. And, in reference links but not inline links, it allows a title to begin with " and
end with. It seems preferable to adopt a simple, rational rule that works the same way in inline
links and link reference definitions. These cases illustrate the precedence of HTML tags, code
spans, and autolinks over link grouping:. There are three kinds of reference link s: full ,
collapsed , and shortcut. A full reference link consists of a link text immediately followed by a
link label that matches a link reference definition elsewhere in the document. A link label begins
with a left bracket [ and ends with the first right bracket ] that is not backslash-escaped.
Between these brackets there must be at least one non-whitespace character. Unescaped
square bracket characters are not allowed inside the opening and closing square brackets of
link labels. A link label can have at most characters inside the square brackets. One label
matches another just in case their normalized forms are equal. To normalize a label, strip off the
opening and closing brackets, perform the Unicode case fold , strip leading and trailing

whitespace and collapse consecutive internal whitespace to a single space. If there are multiple
matching reference link definitions, the one that comes first in the document is used. It is
desirable in such cases to emit a warning. The rules for the link text are the same as with inline
links. In the examples above, we have two shortcut reference links instead of one full reference
link. Consecutive internal whitespace is treated as one space for purposes of determining
matching:. No whitespace is allowed between the link text and the link label :. It brings reference
links in line with inline links , which according to both original Markdown and this spec cannot
have whitespace after the link text. More importantly, it prevents inadvertent capture of
consecutive shortcut reference links. If whitespace is allowed between the link text and the link
label, then in the following we will have a single reference link, not two shortcut reference links,
as intended:. Note that shortcut reference links were introduced by Gruber himself in a beta
version of Markdown. Without shortcut reference links, it is harmless to allow space between
the link text and link label; but once shortcut references are introduced, it is too dangerous to
allow this, as it frequently leads to unintended results. When there are multiple matching link
reference definitions , the first is used:. Note that matching is performed on normalized strings,
not parsed inline content. So the following does not match, even though the labels define
equivalent inline content:. Link labels cannot contain brackets, unless they are
backslash-escaped:. A link label must contain at least one non-whitespace character :. A
collapsed reference link consists of a link label that matches a link reference definition
elsewhere in the document, followed by the string []. Thus, [foo][] is equivalent to [foo][foo]. As
with full reference links, whitespace is not allowed between the two sets of brackets:. A shortcut
reference link consists of a link label that matches a link reference definition elsewhere in the
document and is not followed by [] or a link label. Thus, [foo] is equivalent to [foo][]. In the
following case [bar][baz] is parsed as a reference, [foo] as normal text:. Here, though, [foo][bar]
is parsed as a reference, since [bar] is defined:. Here [foo] is not parsed as a shortcut reference,
because it is followed by a link label even though [bar] is not defined :. Syntax for images is like
the syntax for links, with one difference. Instead of link text , we have an image description. The
rules for this are the same as for link text , except that a an image description starts with! An
image description has inline elements as its contents. Though this spec is concerned with
parsing, not rendering, it is recommended that in rendering to HTML, only the plain string
content of the image description be used. Only the plain string content is rendered, without
formatting. As with reference links, whitespace is not allowed between the two sets of brackets:.
If you just want a literal! They are parsed as links, with the URL or email address as the link
label. If the URI includes these characters, they must be percent-encoded e. Note that many
strings that count as absolute URIs for purposes of this spec are not valid URIs, because their
schemes are not registered or because of other problems with their syntax:. An email address ,
for these purposes, is anything that matches the non-normative regex from the HTML5 spec :.
GFM enables the autolink extension, where autolinks will be recognised in a greater number of
conditions. An extended www autolink will be recognized when the text There must be at least
one period, and no underscores may be present in the last two segments of the domain. We
then apply extended autolink path validation as follows:. Trailing punctuation specifically,?
When an autolink ends in , we scan the entire autolink for the total number of parentheses. This
check is only done when the link ends in a closing parentheses , so if the only parentheses are
in the interior of the autolink, no special rules are applied:. If so, it is excluded from the
autolink:. An extended email autolink will be recognised when an email address is recognised
within any text node. Email addresses are recognised according to the following rules:. An
attribute consists of whitespace , an attribute name , and an optional attribute value
specification. HTML5 is laxer. An attribute value consists of an unquoted attribute value , a
single-quoted attribute value , or a double-quoted attribute value. A single-quoted attribute
value consists of ' , zero or more characters not including ' , and a final '. A double-quoted
attribute value consists of " , zero or more characters not including " , and a final ". See the
HTML5 spec. These tags are chosen in particular as they change how HTML is interpreted in a
way unique to them i. For a more visible alternative, a backslash before the line ending may be
used instead of two spaces:. Hard line breaks are for separating inline content within a block.
Neither syntax for hard line breaks works at the end of a paragraph or other block element:. A
regular line break not in a code span or HTML tag that is not preceded by two or more spaces or
a backslash is parsed as a softbreak. A softbreak may be rendered in HTML either as a line
ending or as a space. The result will be the same in browsers. In the examples here, a line
ending will be used. Any characters not given an interpretation by the above rules will be
parsed as plain textual content. In this appendix we describe some features of the parsing
strategy used in the CommonMark reference implementations. In the first phase, lines of input
are consumed and the block structure of the documentâ€”its division into paragraphs, block

quotes, list items, and so onâ€”is constructed. Text is assigned to these blocks but not parsed.
Link reference definitions are parsed and a map of links is constructed. In the second phase,
the raw text contents of paragraphs and headings are parsed into sequences of Markdown
inline elements strings, code spans, links, emphasis, and so on , using the map of link
references constructed in phase 1. At each point in processing, the document is represented as
a tree of blocks. The root of the tree is a document block. The document may have any number
of other blocks as children. These children may, in turn, have other blocks as children. The last
child of a block is normally considered open , meaning that subsequent lines of input can alter
its contents. Blocks that are not open are closed. Here, for example, is a possible document
tree, with the open blocks marked by arrows:. Each line that is processed has an effect on this
tree. The line is analyzed and, depending on its contents, the document may be altered in one or
more of the following ways:. Once a line has been incorporated into the tree in this way, it can
be discarded, so input can be read in a stream. First we iterate through the open blocks, starting
with the root document, and descending through last children down to the last open block.
Each block imposes a condition that the line must satisfy if the block is to remain open. A
paragraph requires a non-blank line. In this phase we may match all or just some of the open
blocks. But we cannot close unmatched blocks yet, because we may have a lazy continuation
line. Next, after consuming the continuation markers for existing blocks, we look for new block
starts e. If we encounter a new block start, we close any blocks unmatched in step 1 before
creating the new block as a child of the last matched block. This is text that can be incorporated
into the last open block a paragraph, code block, heading, or raw HTML. Setext headings are
formed when we see a line of a paragraph that is a setext heading underline. Reference link
definitions are detected when a paragraph is closed; the accumulated text lines are parsed to
see if they begin with one or more reference link definitions. Any remainder becomes a normal
paragraph. We can see how this works by considering how the tree above is generated by four
lines of Markdown:. Then the text is added to the last open block, the paragraph :. The text is
then added to the new paragraph :. We thus obtain the final tree:. At this point we have seen all
the link reference definitions, so we can resolve reference links as we go. Notice how the line
ending in the first paragraph has been parsed as a softbreak , and the asterisks in the first list
item have become an emph. By far the trickiest part of inline parsing is handling emphasis,
strong emphasis, links, and images. This is done using the following algorithm. The delimiter
stack is a doubly linked list. Each element contains a pointer to a text node, plus information
about. When we hit a ] character, we call the look for link or image procedure see below.
Starting at the top of the delimiter stack, we look backwards through the stack for an opening [
or! We return a link or image node whose children are the inlines after the text node pointed to
by the opening delimiter. If we have a link and not an image , we also set all [ delimiters before
the opening delimiter to inactive. This will prevent us from getting links within links. If it is
NULL, we can go all the way to the bottom. This will be the potential closer closest to the
beginning of the input â€” the first one in parse order. Remove 1 for regular emph or 2 for
strong emph delimiters from the opening and closing text nodes. If they become empty as a
result, remove them and remove the corresponding element of the delimiter stack. We know that
there are no openers for this kind of closer up to and including this point, so this puts a lower
bound on future searches. Foo bar baz Bar foo. Foo Foo Foo Foo bar. Heading foo Heading foo
Example A paragraph with two lines. Foo - bar - baz. The number of windows in my house is The
number of doors is 6. The number of windows in my house is 1. The scheme http will be
inserted automatically: Example Visit All other HTML tags are left untouched. Multiple spaces.
Appendix: A parsing strategy. For vehicles with low hoods. Dual oval Open Not required on to
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release bearing for modern pressure plate. True roller timing set, billet steel gears. Timing Set 3 piece sylent link belt. Stock replacement. Oil Pump - hex drive. Oil Pump - Hex intermediate
shaft. Cam bearings. Hardened center bearing. Replacement rod bolts with nuts, EBU. Wrist pin
bushings, all years Neoprene valve cover gaskets. Die cut from sheet neoprene. Full set Best
Gasket, with rear seal. Includes new design head gaskets. Full set, Best Gasket, with teflon rope
seal. Overhaul set, Victor gaskets with rubber seal. Brass freeze plugs, pipe plugs, cam plug,
keys, block dowels. Cam - Stock Replacement Cam degrees advertised Cam - degrees
advertised Valve spring kit Rocker Assembly Kit. Push Rod - - 59 Heads Chromoly only. Stock
dimension Stainless Steel valves - 8 intake 8 exhaust. Camshaft Washer, new. Camshaft spacer,
new Replaces eccentric weight. Camshaft thrust spacer, new Between cam and cam gear.
Stainless steel dipstick tube for front sump oil pans car. Stainless steel dipstick tube for rear
sump pans. Valve cover studs for No-Name valve covers 4. Finned valve cover. Mummert
Y-Block Logo Requires 3. Shoulder bolt, power steering bracket to water pump Shoulder bolt,
power steering bracket to water pump on. Power steering bracket, Saginaw pump to Y-Block.

Universal power steering pulley. ARP heavy duty oil pump drive rod. ARP Main cap fastener kit Bolts ARP Main cap fastener kit - Studs ARP Head fastener kit - Bolts. ARP Head fastener kit Studs. Y-Block Flywheel bolts. Customer Login. Alligator Performance began in in Las Vegas
with the owners selling parts out of their home to a handful of customers. Alligator has
expanded recently to provide you not only your Diesel needs, but your Jeep, F, Powersport,
Modern Muscle and Overlanding Needs as well. We are addicted to power and performance in
all its forms. We have also tested, installed, or own almost every part we sell to better assist you
in choosing the right product for your vehicle. Alligator was started with the principle of
providing the best technical support, pricing, parts selection, customer service and
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youtube firebird
fastest shipping in the industry. Customer Login If you are already registered, please log in.
Email Address:. Forgot your password? Create your account and enjoy a new shopping
experience. Create A New Account. Shopping Cart:. Bed Accessories Protection. Edge Products
1 preferred digital gauge monitor in the market today. Floor Liners Protect Your Interior. Jeep
Shop Wrangler Gladiator Cherokee. Overland Tents Racks Awnings Supplies. F Shop F Raptor.
Toyota Tacoma Tundra 4Runner. Read more. From Our Blog View More. The Cummins bypass
kit was built out of necessity for the higher horsepower applications. The factory co â€¦ read
more. Video and Pictures Inside! Posted by Matt Chambers on Jan 25th The Cat is out of the
bag! I wonder â€¦ read more. Do Diff Covers Really Work? Part 2 Posted by Matt Chambers on
Jan 25th Do rear diff covers really work or are they just bling? In This Episode, Gale Banks
explains the test methods, â€¦ read more. View All Brands. Need help? We're available at

